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Abstract 
A bimaterial resonant sensor(BRS) array consisting of 6×6 cells for uncooled infrared (IR) imaging was 
fabricated and tested. The resonance frequency of the BRS was found sensitive to temperature change due to IR 
radiation absorbed by the BRS. For comparison, four types of BRS cells with different configurations have been 
designed and fabricated. These BRSs exhibit a monotonic frequency response trend, approaching the theoretical 
prediction with Finite element method (FEM). The resonant frequency sensitivity was better than 181Hz/K by 
electrical measurement. 
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1. Introduction  
The infrared detector is used to make it possible for people to see objects in the dark. The two main 
types of detectors are uncooled and photonic. Although the response time and sensitivity of photonic 
infrared detectors can be much higher than uncooled detectors, these have to be cooled, this brings more 
power consumption. On the other side, uncooled IR detectors show superior performance such as long 
lifetime, small size, and high reliability. For these reasons, the uncooled IR sensor array, which is the core 
of the Uncooled IR detectors, has attracted increasing interest recently. Various uncooled IR sensor arrays 
using different active elements, such as thin-film transistor [1], bimaterial microcantilever [2] and pyro-
electric thin film [3] have been reported. 
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2. Bimaterial Infrared Imaging Sensor Array 
In this paper, the 6h6 BRS arrays for IR imaging have been demonstrated. The mechanical properties 
of these BRSs, resonance frequency and deflection for instance, altered because of IR radiation. Each 
BRS array cell constituted of an IR absorber, a back cavity, a driving electrode, 4 anchors and 5 dimples 
(Fig.1). Metal layer was settled on top of IR absorber to form the bimaterial region. Using bimaterial 
region aimed to introduce thermal stress due to mismatch in thermal expansion of two different materials. 
Back cavity was designed for reducing heat lost, and dimples for preventing sticking effect. The BRS 
arrays were fabricated by surface sacrificial layer technique. Fig.2 illustrates the fabrication process flow: 
(a)an isolating SiO2/SiN3 film was deposited on the (100) wafer˗  (b) depositionˈp+ doping and 
patterning the first poly-Si layer poly-Si to form the driving electrode; (c) a sacrificial layer of PSG was 
deposited; (d) patterning and etching PSG for anchor and dimple; (e) IR absorber and the electrodes are 
fabricated by depositing and p+ doping the second poly-Si layer; (f)The bimaterial cantilever was formed 
by lift-off process after sputtering Cr/Au film; (g) KOH etching to form back cavity; (h) patterning to 
form the final formation of the IR absorber; (i) the sacrificial layer was released by BHF. 
Fig. 1. The 3D view of a BRS for IR imaging. Some dimples were hidden under the IR absorber. 
 
Fig. 2. Fabrication process flow: (a)~(i).  Fig. 3. SEM of 6h6 BRS array. Shapes :(a)~(b) . 
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Four types of BRS arrays were designed for comparison, two of which are with bimaterial region, 
while the other two without metal. The differences in beam width and metal coverage rate were shown in 
the SEM picture (Fig.3) and listed in Table1. 
 Table 1. Structure parameters of BRS cells. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The characteristics of the BRS cells were further simulated with FEM by CoventorWare. Through 
simulation, illustrated in Fig. 4, it was found the resonance frequency decreases linearly with temperature 
climbing up. Because more thermal stress had been obtained, the BRS with long metal and wide beam 
showed larger temperature sensitivity than the other three types of BRSs both in resonant frequency shift 
and static deformation. 
3. Results and Discussion 
The result, which is obtained with an optical readout, shows that the measurement agrees well with the 
simulation of resonant frequency (Fig.5). It is worth to note that the shape of the cantilever, even with the 
same material configuration, does play an important role in the temperature sensitivity of the resonant 
frequency. For the maximal frequency sensitivity, the result is given below. 
Figure 6 plots the different curves of output versus frequency at various temperatures obtained by 
experimental measurements. The experiment result reveals a similar trend with the previous simulation 
result that the resonant frequency decreases monotonically with temperature increasing. The frequency 
resolution better than 181Hz/K was read out by electrical instrument. 
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 Fig. 4. Simulation of temperature sensitivity.            
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 Fig. 5. Measurement of frequency response at 290K. The inset 
shows simulation of amplitude vs. frequency. 
The shapes Metal length (um) Beam width (um) X shape hole 
Shape1 56 5 w/o 
Shape2 40 5 w/o 
Shape3 w/o 3 w/ 
Shape4 w/o 3 w/o 
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Fig. 7. Measurement of frequency response under atmosphere and 
vacuum for shape1. 
 
Figure 7 compares the resonant curves measured under atmosphere pressure and in vacuum. A much 
higher quality factor of 540 can be achieved in vacuum, indicating a better working condition for the IR 
sensor in vacuum. It is reasonable to estimate the measurement accuracy will be improved in a vacuum 
environment. 
4. Conclusion   
A bimaterial resonant sensor(BRS) array consisting of 6h6 cells for uncooled infrared (IR) imaging 
was designed, fabricated and tested. The resonance frequency of the BRS was found sensitive to 
temperature change due to IR radiation absorbed by the BRS. A monotonic frequency response trend was 
obtained by analysis. The BRS with long metal and wide beam showed larger temperature sensitivity than 
the other types of BRSs both in resonant frequency shift and static deformation. The resonant frequency 
sensitivity was better than 181Hz/K by electrical measurement. It is estimated that the measurement 
accuracy will be improved in a vacuum environment. 
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